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202. Connection of Topological Vector Bundles

By Akira ASADA
(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 13, 1965)

In this note, we show the notions of connection and curvature
can be defined for arbitrary vector bundles (not necessarily the
dimension of fibre be finite) over paracompact normal topological space.
In usual differential geometry, Nomizu’s theorem (Nomizu _4, 5)
and Ambrose-Singer’s theorem (Ambrose-Singer 1, Nomizu _5) show
that the connected component of the structure group of a vector
boundle is determined by its curvature form. This is also true in
our case. (Theorem 2).

1. Alexander-Spanier cohomology. Let X be a paracompact
normal topological space. We set

s+l

x, ..., x...
By definition, Ao(X)-- X.

We denote by L a topological vector space over K, where K is
R or C. f is an L-valued continuous function on some neighborhood
of A(X) in X X such that

f(Xo, ..., x+)--O, if x--x+ for some i, O<_i<_s.
If f and f’ are two such functions, then we call f and f’ are equi-
valent if

f U(As(X))--f’IU(As(X)),
where U(A(X)) is a neighborhood of A(X). The set of all these
equivalence classes is denoted by C(X, L) or Cs(x). For simplicity,
the class of f is also denoted by f.

We define the homomorphism d: C(X)--C+(X) by

(gf)(Xo, ..., x8+1)---E(-1)f(x0, "", x_l, x+, ..., x+).
i=0

Then d-0. Moreover, setting
(kf)(Xo, ..., x_)-f(a, Xo, ..., xs_),

k=0, and we obtain (dk/kfl)f-f if deg. f_>l, and
f-f(a) if deg. f-0, locally. If we denote ker. [d: C(X)--C*+(X)--
F(X), then we know

H(X, L)
_
F(x)/gc-(X) s >_ 0,

where the left hand side is (ech cohomology group. (Godement [3).
2. The s-cross-section. We fix a fibre bundle $ with base space

X, fibre L and structure group G.
We assume that G satisfies following 3-conditions.
(i) The element of G are linear transformations of L.
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(ii) There is a topological ring A over K of linear operators of
L, which contains G as a topological subgroup and the map
A L--L((a, x)---.ax)is continuous under the topology of A.

(iii) There is a neighborhood U(1)of the identity of A such
that U(1)G.

For example, taking A-I(n, K), G- GL(n, K) satisfies these
conditions.

We denote the coordinate neighborhood system of by {U} and
the transition functions by {}. We assume {U}is locally finite.

Definition. If the collection {f}, fe C(U) satisfies
(1) (Xo)fv(Xo, ..., x,) -f(Xo, ..., x,), Xo e U V,
then we call {f} is an s-cross-section of .

By definition, the 0-cross-section is the usual cross-section of .
The set of all s-cross-sections of form a K-vector space, which we
denote by C(X, ).

3. Definition of connection forms. As A is a topological K-
vector space, we can define C(X, A). C(X, A)-,C(X, A) is a graded

sf0

ring by the multiplication
(.+)(x0, ..., x,/)-(x0, ..., x,)+(x,, ..., x/).

Moreover, we can define the operation of e C(X, A) to fe Ct(X)
by

(f)(Xo, "", x,+t)--(Xo, "", x,)f(x,, ..., x,+t).
By definition, f belongs in C+t(X).

On C(X, A), we can define d and locally k, and we get
(2) d(.)-dF. / (-1)d, ? e C(X, A), e Ct(X, A) or Ct(X).

k(.)-(k?). deg. >_ 1, k(.)-(a).k, deg. ?- 0.
(3) (dk/kd)-, e C( U(a), A), s_l,

(dk/kd)-kd--(a), e C( U(a), A),
where U(a) is a neighborhood of a.

Definition. A collection {t}, 0 e C(U, A), is called a connection
form of if {0} satisfies

(d /O)f-(d/Ov)fg, for all {f} e C(X, ), s

_
O.

Note. In this definition, connection form depends on transition

{z} and covering {U}. If {} and {0,} are connection forms of
({v}, {U}) and ({,v,}, {U’}) such that there exists a common refine-
ment {U"} of {U} and {U’} and0 [U" V"-,, U"VI V", t U"--
0,- U", then we identify {t} and {Oz,}. The relation between the
change of transition functions and connection forms is stated in n5,
(iii).

Definition. For {f} e C(X, ), weset
D{f}-{(d/O)f),

and call D is the covariant derivation.
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By definition, D is a homomorphism from C(X, ) to C+(X, ).
Definition. {tg}-{dt+8t} is called the curvature form of

4. Existence of connection forms. Lemma 1. (Cf. Chern [2_,
12). {t}, teC(U, A) becomes a connection form of if and

only if they satisfy
(4)

Theorem 1. Connection form always exists.
Proof. We set

0(Xo, x)- e(Xo)O(Xo)(do)(Xo, x)
w

w
where {e(x)} is the partition of unity corresponding to {U}.

By definition, e C(X, A) and O(x, x)-0. Moreover, we get
on UV

0 (x0, +
NVNW

UN V nW

Hence {} is a connection form of
5. Some formulas. In this n, we summarize formulas of

connection forms and curvature forms. Except (6), these are known
in usual differential geometry. Since the proofs of these formulas
are similar that of in usual differential geometry, we omitt them.
(Cf. Chern 2, 12, Nomizu 5).

(i) {8},
and only if, setting 0-0+, {} satisfies (x, x)- 0 and--. In this case, the curvature form 0 is given
by

(5) 0-O+d+ + +.
(ii) {0} satisfies 000--0 and since OeC(U,A),

(6)
(iii) If {} is a connection form of {} then {h(O-hdh)h}

becomes a connection form of {h.Oh} and its curvature form
is given by

(5)’ --hOh,
where h is a continuous function from U into G.

(iv) DO--O. In general, we obtain D:f=Of.
6. Reduction theorem. Lemma 2. Setting h,-(l+kO), we

obtain
(7) dh,-h,0-kO.

Proof. As dh,-dkO--kdO and dO-0-, we have
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(7).
For simplicity, we denote h instead of h,.
Lemma 3. There exists a locally finite covering {U} of X and

point set {alae U} such that for any Ue {U}, t is defined on
U U and (2), (3), (4) are true on U. Moreover, h,(X.o)is defined
and belongs in G for all x0 e U.

In next theorem, we denote a-=a, a-b.
Theorem 2. We assume { U) satisfies the statement of lemma 3.

Then we obtain
(8) (1 + kkO)(Xo)--(hoh)(a)-(h.h)(Xo),

Xo e U V, G-hGh.
Proof. By (7), we get hdh-O-hkG. Hence we have

by (4)
d(h)

dhh7 +hdh7-hhTdhhh(hdh+d-hTdh)h
h(v+dv-vv+vhkOv-hkVv)h
h(vhkOv hkOv)h.

Then by (3) and (6), we obtain
hh(xo) hh(a)-(hh)(a)kkOh.

On the other hand, we know that kh=k(l+k)--l. Therefore
we have (8).

Corollary 1. (Cf. Ambrose-Singer [1, Nomizu [4, [5). If
(l+kkO)(Xo) e H for all a, b, and x0, where H is a subgroup of G,
then the connected component of the structure group of is reduced
to a subgroup of H.

Corollary 2. If allows a connection form with curvature form
0, then the associated principal bundle of is induced from a re-
presentation of (X) in G.

This follows from corollary 1 and Steenrod [6, 13.
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